Spontaneous in vitro neoplastic evolution of cultured Chinese hamster cells. Nucleolus organizing region activity.
Silver staining to demonstrate active nucleolus organizing regions (NORs) was performed at four different stages of the spontaneous tumorigenic progression in vitro of Chinese hamster WCHE/5 cells. The number of active NORs increased for fully transformed, highly tumorigenic, late passage cells. The increase of NOR material was due to additional NOR-bearing chromosomes or chromosome arms, i.e., trisomy 5, trisomy 8, and the marker chromosome i(3q). Intermediate stages of the neoplastic evolution showed changing patterns of NOR activity, but not an overall increase. We postulate that the increase of active rDNA enhances cell growth and provides undefined selective advantage, and that this supports our previous conclusion that selectable karyotype changes provide competitive advantages rather than being essential for neoplastic evolution in vitro.